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1 INTRODUCTION
1.1 WHY A TRAILS AND ACTIVE TRANSPORTATION PLAN?
Blue River is located within Electoral Area “B” (Thompson Headwaters) of the Thompson-Nicola Regional
District. Situated between Vancouver and Edmonton on the Yellowhead Highway (Highway 5), it is close
to several national and provincial parks and offers a variety of year-round outdoor recreation
opportunities in close proximity to the town. Like many rural and remote communities in BC, Blue River
has experienced a shift from an economy driven by timber harvesting to one that includes a growing
outdoor recreation tourism sector.
Blue River’s trail systems include over 30 kilometers of trails and a The area is rich in both
vast network of forest service roads that are well-used by the ORV accessible natural amenities,
community. Blue River is also the access point to renowned including Eleanor Lake, Mud
snowmobile riding areas and heli-skiing that make the area a Lake, and several
destination for powder seekers.. The trails are valued by locals and community parks, as well as
are seen as a key asset for the development of tourism more challenging alpine
terrain best accessed by
opportunities that build on the success of existing winter outdoor snowmobile or helicopter.
recreation tourism. The trail system has developed over time
through the efforts of residents, community organizations, local - North Thompson OCP 2020
business, industry, the Thompson-Nicola Regional District (TNRD)
and Recreation Sites and Trails BC (RSTBC). By building on what exists, designating trail uses, adding
wayfinding and signage, and creating a framework for partnerships, the trail system has the potential to
grow in a way that is sustainable. Trails have the potential to be a high-quality trail experience for locals
and visitors, bringing economic benefits to the town and region.
The community is also aiming to enhance an active transportation network, which forms the backbone
of daily trips for work, school, and activities. In Blue River, the trail and active transportation components
work hand in hand to improve sustainability, create low-cost transportation options, and support safer
travels for all.
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1.2 PLAN GOALS
The Blue River Trails and Active Transportation Plan (the Plan) is a community-guided vision that
preserves the overarching goal of a sustainable and resilient community. The Plan is intended to balance
the needs of diverse groups of users – cyclists and hikers, advanced and beginner skill sets, motorized
and non-motorized activities, locals and visitors, and optimize for winter or summer activities. It
considers what improvements could be made to create a safe and accessible town, where people are
more likely to use active transportation (i.e. non-motorized methods like walking or cycling) to get to
work, school, and other community destinations. It also considers how the forestry industry, outdoor
recreation, and active transportation assets can all be complimentary and coordinated to support
economic opportunities for residents.
This plan provides recommendations for the Regional District and stakeholders, with projects that are
actionable and framed to best leverage future funding opportunities. The overarching goals of the plan
include:


Improving the trail experience for locals and visitors through enhanced trail amenities and
improved signage and wayfinding;



Improving connections to support active transportation to get to work, school, services and
recreation;



Improving management and maintenance of trails through phased improvements, partnership
development and funding options; and



Creating a framework for trail development that considers limited financial resources and
enhances partnerships.
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THE STUDY AREA
The plan focuses on the existing and potential trail network within a 7-kilometer radius from the
intersection of Highway 5 and Angus Horne St. in Blue River, but also considers how people can access
trails systems outside that boundary, particularly for motorized activities.

Figure1: Study Area
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The order of priority for consideration includes:
1. improvements to existing authorized trails;
2. potential for formalizing and improving existing unauthorized trails, and
3. potential future trails.
The Active Transportation study area focused on the highway corridor from the south end of town (at
the Husky/Esso gas station) north to Mud Lake Forest Service Road, connecting across the highway, and
making sure residential areas connect to key destinations. The priorities for active transportation
include:
1. identifying barriers and safety issues,
2. identifying key gaps in the network, and
3. identifying opportunities to address those barriers and gaps.

1.3 COMMUNITY PROFILE
The town of Blue River has an estimated
population of 157 people (2016 Census),
within the broader Electoral Area “B” in the
North Thompson region of the ThompsonNicola Regional District. The population is
considerably older than that of urban
communities and of BC. The population in the
North Thompson is declining overall, while the
population in the TNRD and the province is
rising. This plan assumes the population of Blue
River will remain relatively stable over the
useful life of the plan (10 years). The North
Thompson Valley Official Community Plan (OCP) focuses on creative adaptability and resiliency with a
greater focus on the area’s natural amenities and social assets. With the cost of living in urban areas in
BC increasing rapidly, there is potential to attract new residents based on outdoor recreation assets, a
high quality of life, and tourism-based business opportunities. This phenomenon has been increasing
over the past 30 years across western North America and the current shift of many employers to
accommodate remote work, could bring a new wave of freedom for people to work from anywhere.
Further bolstering the attractiveness of the community, it is very compact and walkable. Locals have a
very high level of active transportation within the community already, although the highway may pose a
barrier for tourists or newcomers.
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Improvement to trails and the active transportation network, along with the creation of more tourismbased business opportunities, could spur growth in the town. Although there have been job losses in the
natural resources sector, timber harvesting and resource extraction will continue to be important
industries for Blue River. Trails, tourism, and forestry can co-exist with good communication and
collaboration.
Currently there are limited financial resources, so the implementation of this Plan is largely dependent
on volunteer efforts, contributions from local businesses, strategic partnerships, funding from senior
levels of government and grant opportunities.
The broader North Thompson area includes several strong trail assets and initiatives that makes Blue
River well-placed to capitalize and expand on other tourism initiatives such as the Valemount Bike Park
and mountain bike trails, and Clearwater’s trails network. Existing tourism to Blue River for snowmobiling
in the winter is also a great starting point for expanding year-round trails-based tourism opportunities.
Geography and Weather
The town is located along Highway 5, the Yellowhead Highway, at the confluence of the Blue River and
the North Thompson River. The commercial and residential portions of the town are on the flat river
valley, with rapidly climbing forested slopes to the east and west. The forest is one of the only inland
rainforests in BC, fed by the high annual rainfall of over 700mm annually, primarily from May through
October and the significant snowfall from November through March, with an average annual snowfall of
400cm. The temperature peaks in July and August with an average daily maximum temperature of 24
degrees Celsius. Winter temperatures are coldest in December and January, with average high
temperatures only reaching -3.5 degrees Celsius. 1

1 Environment Canada. Canadian Climate Normals 1981-2010 Station Data. Blue River A.
https://climate.weather.gc.ca/climate_normals. Website accessed June 16 2021
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1.4 STRATEGIC CONTEXT
2007 Blue River Trails Master Plan
A previous Trails Master Plan was completed in 2007 that made recommendations on trails within the
community. The Thompson Headwaters Services Committee (a committee of the TNRD, consisting of local
residents), requested an update to the 2007 Trails Master Plan, incorporating motorized and non-motorized
use, summer and winter opportunities, potential for trail development, trail standards and ratings, and Active
Transportation.
Active Transportation Planning
This plan is also driven by the requirements of a BC Active Transportation Planning Grant which the TNRD has
received, to identify linkages existing within the community between the east and west side trails, as well as
potential access development to support Active Transportation to get to work and recreate.

2020 North Thompson OCP
This Trails and Active Transportation Plan aligns with the following objectives within the North Thompson
OCP 2020:















Diversify the economy;
Attract and retain residents;
Support active transportation as part of complete communities;
Ensure mobility and transportation across the region;
Support community organizations and volunteers;
Encourage tourist and resort commercial services in Blue River;
Increase promotion and investment to support the growth of tourism;
Support and promote the availability of information regarding trails;
Promote all-season park activities;
Support enhancement of parks in the Plan area;
Collaborate to identify potential recreation and conservation parks and trails;
Provide parks and recreation amenities that are accessibilty and inclusive;
Encourage the protection of archaeological sites and other sites of First Nations significance;
Support responsible, low impact open land recreation activities for both motorized and
nonmotorized backcountry recreation, including trail development.
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Move Commute Connect: B.C.’s Active Transportation Strategy
The active transportation components of the Blue River Trails Master Plan support the Provincial Active
Transportation Strategy, which seeks to encourage safe active transportation for all ages and abilities,
and double active transportation trips in B.C. by 2030. The proposed active transportation network for
Blue River will provide safe and direct connections for residents, seasonal employees and visitors of all
ages and abilities, who as a result will be more likely to use active transportation for commuting,
utilitarian and recreational trips.
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2 COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT
2.1 WHAT WE DID
The Trails and Active Transportation Plan is grounded in a thorough engagement process which was
conducted over the spring and summer of 2021. Engagement took place in two rounds. The first round
focused on information gathering and the development of a vision. The second round provided an
opportunity for review of the Draft Plan with a focus on the recommendations and priorities. Throughout
the process, engagement was considered a critical component to create a plan that reflects the values
and aspirations of the community of Blue River and a sustainable and achievable path forward for
implementation.
The approval process for the final Trails and Active Transportation Plan included review by the Thompson
Headwaters Services Committee followed by the TNRD Board of Directors.

SIMPCW FIRST NATION
Early and ongoing communication and collaboration with Simpcw First Nation (“Simpcw”) is important
in recognition of the traditional ancestral unceded territory and ongoing presence of Indigenous values
within the plan area.
Early outreach from the TNRD to Simpcw was made through the formal referral process which provided
project information, project timeline, and an open invitation to participate. Follow-up communication
also occurred, and will continue, to ensure that Simpcw values were considered, rights and title
respected, and archaeological and culturally sensitive sites identified early, protected, and managed
appropriately. The overarching goal is to work with Simpcw to ensure that trails are developed
appropriately, but also to find opportunities for collaboration and mutual enhancement of the economic
and social benefits of trails.
Engagement with Simpcw Resources Group was conducted separately from Simpcw First Nation. Simpcw
Resources Group was included as a member of the Trails Working Group and received an interview early
in the process.

THE TRAILS WORKING GROUP
The Blue River Trails Working Group (BRTWG) was established in early 2021 to support and provide input
into the development of the Trails Master Plan and the Active Transportation Plan. The intention is for
the Working Group to continue as an important structure for communication and collaboration between
stakeholders, and input to implementation of the plan over time.
Engagement with the working group included:
•

Meeting #1: VISION WORKSHOP, March 18, 2021 - Introduction of the plan process; discussion
of key issues, challenges, and opportunities; discussion of the vision for the future.
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•

Individual interviews with each Working Group member.

•

Meeting #2: DRAFT REVIEW, June 22, 2021 - Review and discussion of the Draft Plan. Written
comments were also received.

•

Meeting #3: FINAL REVIEW, July 27, 2021 - Review and discussion of the Final Plan. Written
comments were also received.

PUBLIC ENGAGEMENT AND OUTREACH
Through two rounds of public engagement, members of community organizations and the public were
invited to provide information on how they use trails, what aspects of trails are most important, what
they envision for the future, as well as to provide feedback on the Draft Plan recommendations and
priorities. Due to Covid-19 Provincial Health Orders limiting in-person gatherings at the time of
community engagement, extra steps were taken to reach out to everyone in the community informing
them of opportunities to provide input through the online survey and open house.
Outreach and opportunities to participate included:







A project webpage hosted by the TNRD;
An opportunity to sign up for project updates via email;
Social media posts throughout the project inviting participation;
Mailbox flyers to all Blue River households and businesses, providing project information,
project timeline, and inviting participation through the online surveys and public open houses;
Two online survey opportunities – one in the information gathering phase in May and one to
gather feedback on the Draft Plan in July, and
Two virtual public open houses – one in the information gathering phase in May and one to
gather feedback on the Draft Plan in July.

The following is a summary of what we heard through the stakeholder and public engagement process,
with additional supporting details and full survey result provided in the Appendices.

2.2 WHAT WE HEARD
WORKING GROUP AND STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT
The Trails Working Group and stakeholders were engaged through a Vision Workshop and individual
interviews. The feedback from these engagement activities were compiled and grouped into the
following key themes: Challenges, Opportunities, New Trails, Signage and Wayfinding, Conflicts, Tourism
Partnership, and Forestry. This input was critical to the development of the Trails and Active
Transportation Plan and many comments and suggestions were incorporated as recommendations.
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Challenges







Blue River doesn’t have a big population/volunteer base. There is an organized group for winter
trails (Powder Packers), but there isn’t a similar group for summer trails.
Need to legitimize the unauthorized portions of the trail system.
Maintenance – keeping up with brushing on under-used trails; wet areas.
COVID has impacted the tourism sector significantly.
There is increased timber harvesting pressure and trails may be within areas that could be
harvested in the future
Mosquitos

Opportunities










Green Mile Area
o Really nice, but needs signage and potentially more loops
o Potential for expanding the trail system around the Green Mile
Mountain biking and tourism
o Nearby models in Valemount and Clearwater show growing demand
o Lots of cars now coming through town with MTBs
o MTB has helped provide year-round income for operators
o There is a lot of potential for mountain bike trails in the White River area; existing trail is
in disrepair and not safe.
Snowmobiling
o Blue River Powder Packers are working on a bridge initiative over the Blue River on the
west side of the highway
o Access within town is something riders would like
 Wells, BC given as an example – 30 km/h limit, one designated hwy crossing.
This is noted, but Wells, BC is an incorporated town and therefore has control
over their town’s roads. Blue River is an unincorporated community, so its roads
are under provincial (MOTI) jurisdiction.
o BRPPS looking to grow current levels of snowmobile ridership
ORVs
o Market and facilitate access to ORV riding areas (e.g. Mystery Lake) – mostly taken care
of by Forest Service Roads (FSRs), but there could be better promotion of ORV trail
networks for snowmobiling
New Trails
o Trail experiences that start from town
o Loops visitors could take from hotels
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o Trails for locals, seasonal workers, tourists
o Alpine trail would be a draw for hikers and MTBs in the summer; people are looking for
peaks and views
o Universally accessible trails
o Pump track had been explored by MWHS
o Trails could be groomed for fat biking in the winter
o Gravel riding loops
o Expansion and improvement of summer hiking and mountain biking trails
Signage + Wayfinding






Getting signage up and developing a trail map are major priorities
Getting the trail system into mapping apps (Alltrails, Trailforks, etc.) and online to places like
blueriverbc.ca
Education for visitors on safely using resource roads
Consistent naming of trails
Requirements specific to BR, need to recognize snow levels are important to understand and
communicate

Active Transportation




Connection from Snowfields mobile home park to town
Safe crossings over the highway
A safe separated path along the highway

Conflicts between users





Not a big issue currently
Potential for it to become an issue in the future, but that’s only when trails are promoted and
user numbers increase.
Conflicts, specifically between snowmobilers/backcountry skiers and snowmobilers/forestry
operations, are more of an issue
Potential challenge with dirt bikes on the trails

Tourism





Snowmobile tourism already established
MTB based tourism has potential to provide year-round visitors/income for operators
Need safe, signed trails for existing highway tourists
Valemount a success story in terms of economic impacts of recreation tourism
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Partnerships



Additional funding is needed to support trails development and maintenance.
Grants are needed – volunteer and/or TNRD funding alone not enough.



There are businesses willing to help (tourism and forestry – equipment use and in-kind donations)



Provincial Active Transportation grants focus on MOTI facilities and emphasize multiuse,
especially winter and summer usage.
o Need to work together to cut through red tape
Need a group to organize volunteer efforts in the summer.



Forestry


“Forestry should be anticipated in any forested area that is outside of a park or other formal
reserve area (ie. OGMA, caribou no harvest zone, etc.)”
o Different forest types have different operators.
o Collaboration with forestry industry needs to be detailed and site specific.



There is willingness to collaborate – industry looks for win-wins.



o Openness to clearing parking areas, e.g., adjusting timing, pull stumps, use excavators
o Communication is important
o Many factors (regulatory, market, ect.) influence timing of harvest
o Desire for education for the public about safety and the role of forestry
Signage is posted for active harvest areas



Forestry has timing considerations, wildlife restrictions (caribou), migratory birds, market
considerations



Forestry use of approved Rec Sites and Trails areas/trails requires permission of the District
Recreation Officer under Section 16 of the Forest Recreation Regulations
o Officer will impose conditions on use to limit impacts to recreation
There is already some communication that happens between the Powder Packers and Wiegeles
and licensees.
Most snowmobile trails are also forestry roads
Safety concerns on sharing resource roads and terrain stability for steep slopes (less of a
concern)
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PUBLIC OPEN HOUSES
Gathering input from the broader community was an important part of the engagement process. The
Public Opens Houses provided the opportunity to confirm what was heard from the Trails Working Group
and other stakeholders and to find out if there were other considerations not yet taken in to account.
Open House participants told us about the importance of trails, particularly the Murtle Lake Forest
Service Road, four-season trail uses, and activities including snowshoeing, xc skiing, hiking, mountain
biking, dirt biking, and ORV riding. Many people in town have snowmobiles, quads, ATVs, and/or sideby-sides. The participants provided comments on why trails are important, opportunities for
improvement, key concerns, and specific parts of the trails system using a map that was screen-shared
by the consultants.
Concerns





Protection of wildlife habitat.
Concern expressed about proposed forestry activities in the Green Mile and White River areas,
in particular.
Safety at the corner of Angus-Horne Street turning north to Eleanor Lake – needs a sidewalk or
trail.
Snowshoe and cross country skiing users can’t use the same trails once the cross country tracks
are set.



It was noted that not everyone in town wants the trails promoted as a tourist attraction and signs
have been removed by locals in the past.



Overgrown trails.

Opportunities for Improvement











Signage regarding wildlife safety.
Improved wayfinding and signage for the trail network.
Access to the White River area.
The luge hill has potential for a warming hut and viewpoint at the top; toboganning,
snowboarding/skiing, snowshoeing in the winter. There is a need for multiuse climbing trail for
winter use.
Sidewalks in town.
Motorized access from town would be appreciated.
30 Seconds area (Murtle Lake FSR east) has lots of room for expansion; single track, walking
trails, dirtbiking/ORV terrain; The area is easy to maintain because of the sandy soil and lack of
vegetative growth.
Blue River could be an ORV focused area; Capture riders who can’t ride in Valemount.
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The Blue River Powder Packers envision a central staging area and bridge crossing the Blue
River.
Expanded loop in the Green Mile area and the addition of picnic areas, benches, viewing areas,
etc.
More tourism infrastructure is needed for Blue River to benefit from mountain bike tourism the
way Valemount has.

Observations on the existing trail network







Trail name discrepancies exist
Snowshoe trails include Chef’s, Green Mile, unauthorized trails, CN Hill, Parbury Falls
Wet areas need boardwalks
There are fun dirtbiking areas off the Mud Lake FSR
Luge Hill and CN Hill are not used by ORVs these days
Kid-friendly trails, such as River Loop, are important
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PUBLIC ONLINE SURVEY
Who Responded?
The first public online survey was open for one month, from May 5th to June 7th, and the second was
open from June 28th to July 19th. Both were promoted through mailouts to all Blue River households,
social media, and the TNRD’s website. Overall, 60 responses were received, 55 of which were to the first
survey. It is important to note that neither are statistically valid surveys. While not statistically valid, they
are is useful in verifying what was heard from stakeholders and identifying things that were missed. Over
70% of responses were from local residents. Those who live elsewhere reside primarily in other places
in BC, but there were also some responses from residents of Alberta. The analysis below highlights where
there are differences between the responses
from residents and those who live elsewhere.
How old are you?
Most respondents were between age 41-60
(54%), with the remainder of responses from
those age 25-40 (26%), and those 60+ years of
age (21%). There were no responses from
anyone under 24 years old. More men
responded than women (55% vs 43%).

60.00%
50.00%
40.00%
30.00%
20.00%
10.00%

There were responses from four seasonal
0.00%
employees, two frequent visitors to Blue River,
0-15
16-24
25-40
41-60
What
is your
gender?
and six occasional visitors. There were fifteen
Figure 2: Survey responses to age
people who did not tell us if they were Blue
60.00%
River residents or if they fell into another 50.00%
category.
40.00%
Of those who were not residents, four were
from elsewhere in the TNRD, three were from
elsewhere in BC, and the remainder were from
Alberta, other places in Canada, or had homes
in Alberta and Blue River.

Summary of Key Findings

60+

30.00%
20.00%
10.00%
0.00%

Male

Female

Prefer not
to say

Figure 3: Survey responses to gender

Other
(please
specify)

All key findings represent the survey responses and are not necessarily representative of all Blue River
residents or visitors. For more detailed findings and graphs from the first survey, please see Appendix C.


There is very high frequency of trail use from all survey respondents and Blue River residents in
particular.



Most people have used trails the same amount or more during the past year due to Covid-19
restrictions.
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The top three reasons for using trails were for recreational use, to be close to nature, and for
exercise. This reflects the importance of trails for quality of life and health.



There were very high levels of use noted for all trail activities, both winter and summer.



Hiking/running/walking is done far more frequently than any other activity.



Blue River residents were more likely to participate in motorized activities than the survey
respondents overall.



The top three reasons for not using trails more were mosquitos, lack of trail maintenance, and
lack of desirable routes.



Most survey respondents said they have no safety concerns.



The top three priorities for trails in Blue River were to improve existing trails, add new trails, and
improve connections and loops. Improving signage and wayfinding and improving ongoing trail
maintenance were also in the top five.



Survey respondent identified multi-use trails as the highest priority, followed by walking/hiking
trails, snowmobile trails, mountain biking trails, and off-road vehicle riding trails.



When asked what wayfinding and signage would be most useful, digital trail maps ranked highest
by far. Paper maps and brochures were ranked lowest.



From the responses of Blue River residents, only 30% support separating motorized and nonmotorized uses and 44% were not supportive.



Over half of respondents said they would be willing to help trail building and maintenance.



Trail names that reflect local history can be important to residents.



There is interest in a signature mountain bike trail that attracts visitors.



Action Transportation
o The most frequent method of active transportation on a daily basis was walking (57%
summer, 50% winter). Of all respondents, 46% said they cycle daily in the summer.
o The most significant barriers to walking and cycling more included weather and the lack
of places to walk or cycle separated by vehicles.



For those who cited that safety is an issue, several survey respondents noted that paths or trails
separated from vehicle traffic would improve safety.
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3 BLUE RIVER TRAILS AND ACTIVE
TRANSPORTATION TODAY
3.1 OVERVIEW
ACTIVE TRANSPORTATION
Current State of Walking and Cycling in Blue River
The only data available regarding current levels of walking and cycling in Blue River is data regarding the
main modes of commuting reported in the 2016 census. Among females, 40% reported commuting to
work by bicycle, and none reported walking to work. Among males, none reported walking or cycling to
work.
Known Crash Sites and Current Safety Issues
No data was obtained regarding crashes involving pedestrians and cyclists. Anecdotal reports indicate
that highway crossings are the key safety issue, as there are no provisions to assist pedestrians and
cyclists crossing Highway 5 in Blue River.
Current Cumulative Km's of AT Infrastructure
There are no sidewalks on roads in Blue River. The only existing active transportation infrastructure in
the town is the Millennium Trail on the east and south sides of Eleanor Lake and on Angus Horne Street.
The two segments of the Trail total approximately 800 m in length.
Key Connections
Key destinations for active transportation include the connections between 1) businesses and their
employees and 2) visitors and tourist attractions. Key nodes include the hotels and restaurants along the
highway, Mike Wiegele Helicopter Skiing, and the River Safari at Mud Lake Road. A majority of residents
live in town or at the mobile home park north of town. The school, community hall, Blue River
Community Park at Eleanor Lake are located centrally in town within walking distance of most residents.
Key connections were identified as movement north and south along the highway, crossing the highway
within the main area of town, and safe walking and cycling to the community hall and community park.
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Land Ownership and Agreements
Crown Lands
Most authorized trails are on Crown lands with a variety of land tenure statuses. Trails on Crown lands
include the following:
License of Occupation
The TNRD has a License of Occupation through the
Ministry of Forests, Lands, Natural Resources, and
Rural Development (FLNRORD) on crown lands,
including an area off of Herb Bilton Way and Murtle
Lake FSR.
Partnership Agreements with Recreation Sites and
Trails BC
Recreation Sites and Trails BC (RSTBC) (under the
Ministry of Tourism, Culture and the Arts), can
designate trails and offer some protection of trails
from resource extraction through Section 56 and 57
of the Forest and Range Practices Act (FRPA).
Protection is only possible under Section 56 and is
usually limited to a buffer between the trail and
resource extraction activities and/or limitations on
the timing of resource extraction. To establish a
new trail, a Section 57 authorization is needed for
construction, followed by designation of the trail
under Section 56 2.

Forest and Range Practices Act
Section 56 enables the minister or an authorized
delegate to establish interpretive forest sites,
recreation sites and recreation trails. Recreation
trails established under this section must receive
consideration in resource planning and so have
some protection from resource extraction
activities. Trails are usually only designated under
section 56 when a partnership agreement is in
place with the organization that is maintaining
the trail.
Section 57 allows the minister or a delegate to
authorize the construction, rehabilitation and
maintenance of trails and other recreational
facilities. This section is used to grant 3rd parties
permission to build trails, but does not grant any
protection for the trails.

Partnership Agreements are required to have trails designated under Section 56. Local recreation
groups, forest companies, First Nations, regional districts, private contractors and other parties can enter
into partnership agreements with RSTBC. Agreement holders are responsible for managing recreation
sites and trails to the standards specified in their partnership agreement. The government typically also
provides liability insurance to the agreement holder.
The snowmobile group, the Powder Packers, has established management agreements with RSTBC
under Section 56, but not all the snowmobile trails are currently covered by management agreements
and are therefore not considered officially authorized.

2

https://mountainclubs.org/management-of-trails-on-crown-land/
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Private Land
There are existing trails, both authorized and unauthorized, located on private lands. In the case of trails
crossing private lands, there is no guarantee of ongoing access for the public and those trail connections
could be lost at the sole discretion of the land owner, which means that locating trails on public land is
preferred.
Where routing through private land is necessary, the TNRD may request an agreement with a private
land owner to allow for public access to trails which cross their property. Through these agreements, the
TNRD can take on the ongoing maintenance of the trail for public benefits. Landowners may gain
benefits, such as more visitors passing their business, and support for managing inappropriate trail uses.
In 1998, the Province amended the Occupiers Liability Act to reduce duty of care owed by private land
owners allowing gratuitous outdoor recreation uses on their property. The amendment was intended to
facilitate greater outdoor recreation access. 3
Locations where the TNRD should pursue agreements to maintain and market trails on private land are
identified in the recommendations section of this plan.
Define Roles and Responsibilities
Role of the TNRD
The role of the TNRD is to support and facilitate the development, management and promotion of trails
within the Blue River area.
Role of the Thompson Headwaters Services Committee
Implementation of the Plan will be based on annual recommendations to the TNRD Board, from the
Thompson Headwaters Services Committee which is made up of local area representatives.
Role of the Trails Working Group
The Trails Working Group was created to provide a structured way for key stakeholders to inform the
Trails and Active Transportation Master Plan. This advisory group will be essential to confirming the
findings and recommendations in this plan, as well as supporting the implementation of the plan.
Role of Community Trail Groups and Local Partners
Organized community trails groups, such as the Blue River Powder Packers, and local partners, such
as Mike Wiegele Helicopter Skiing, will be key to the implementation of the Trails Master Plan. They
may enter into partnership agreements for trail development and maintenance, advocate for trail
improvements, and promote awareness of the trails network. There may be opportunities for groups

3

https://www.orcbc.ca/wp-content/uploads/2019/04/OccupiersLiabilityAct_FAQs.pdf
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registered as societies (non-profits) with the Province to access grant funding not available to others.
Businesses may find value in investing in trails through advertising opportunities and the anticipated
increase in tourism that may result.
Ministry of Transportation and Infrastructure (MOTI)
MOTI holds authority over all non-resource roads in Blue River including the Yellowhead Highway
(Hwy 5) and all the town’s streets. MOTI governs the use of those roads and approval is required to
make changes to improve the active transportation network, where it is within the right-of-way.
RSTBC
Recreation Sites and Trails BC is the administrator of Section 56 and 57 agreements for trail
development and maintenance within Crown lands. RSTBC can designate trails and, in some cases,
ensure protection of the trails and management coordination with natural resource industry
operations.

3.2 TRAIL AREAS + CONNECTIONS
The study area contains
several distinct trail
areas, each defined by
natural and constructed
boundaries. The areas are
described briefly below:
West Side, East Side,
Parbury Falls, and White
River.
Motorized
connections are also
described. Figure 4 shows
all known trails within the
study area. Unnamed
trails have been given a
code based on their trail
area (e.g., WS-1 stands
for first unnamed trail in
the West Side area).

Figure 4: Trail Areas
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WEST SIDE
The West Side trails are located west of Hwy. 5 and
south of the Blue River. The area has two distinct sub
areas:
Murtle Lake FSR West (The Green Mile)
West of the Murtle Lake FSR and south of the Blue
River are a number of multiuse singletrack track
trails. The most well-known and popular of these is
the Green Mile, which travels through an area of
beautiful old growth cedar-hemlock forest. The area
also contains the Powerline Connector, a
doubletrack access trail underneath the BC Hydro
distribution lines. Hiking and biking are the main
singletrack activities in the summer, along with dirt
biking, and snowshoeing in the main winter uses.
Murtle Lake FSR East
East of Murtle Lake FSR and west of the highway is a
network of doubletrack trails enjoyed by motorized
and non-motorized users. This main forest type in
this area features loose, sandy soils and open pine
stands. Trails in this area are popular with ORV users
such as dirt bike, quad, and side-by-side riders.
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EAST SIDE
The East Side trails are located east of Hwy. 5
and west of the North Thompson RIver. This
area also contains several distinct sub areas:
Herb Bilton Way Park
Herb Bilton Way Park contains several short,
beginner-friendly trails through a flat, open
pine forest. This network is groomed in the
winter for cross-country skiing and
snowshoeing.
CN Hill
CN Hill is a small, forested hill south of Herb
Bilton Way with trails used for hiking, biking,
and snowshoeing.
Luge Hill
The Luge Hill is large hill at the mouth of the
Blue River. The hill is named after a former
luge track that descended the hill. The west
aspect features a steep doubletrack trail that
terminates at the remains of the former luge
starting hut. A singletrack trail traverses the
south and east aspects and connects to Herb
Bilton Way

Figure 6: East Side Trails

River Loop
The River Loop area is bound by the North Thompson on the east and north, the railway on the west,
and the Blue River on the south. Trails in this area are groomed for cross country skiing in the winter.
The River Loop area can be accessed off Mud Lake FSR to the north. A pedestrian bridge across the Blue
is currently under construction, which will provide access from the south. Portions of this low-lying area
are often flooded in the spring and early summer.
Eleanor Lake
Eleanor Lake is a picturesque lake in the centre of Blue River. The main public attraction is the Beach
House, located on the beach at the northeast corner of the lake.
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PARBURY FALLS
Parbury Falls is a RSTBC trail along
the north shore of Mud Lake. The
out-and-back trail begins at a rec
site and takes users to the
Parbury Falls waterfall.

Figure 7: Parbury Falls Trail

WHITE RIVER
The White River Area is on the
west side of the highway, on an
east-facing slope that looks
down onto town. The area is
accessed by an FSR, which
serves
as
a
groomed
snowmobile route in the winter.
The
area
featured
an
unauthorized and unmaintained
“North Shore” style mountain
bike trail characterized by
numerous ladder-bridge and
log-ride stunts. The trail is no
longer used, and the stunts are
in disrepair, unrideable, and
unsafe for use. Stakeholders
also noted that there is another
trail in this area, but specific
information on the alignment
was not available at the time of
this report.

Figure 8: White River Trail
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MOTORIZED CONNECTORS
The Blue River Powder Packers have land use agreements to groom several FSRs for snowmobile use in
the winter. These connectors lead to several different riding areas, such as White River and Red Sands.

Figure 9: Existing Summer Trails
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Figure 10: Existing Winter Trails
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4 ACTION PLAN
4.1 VISION
Through discussions with the Trails Working Group, stakeholders and the community, the following
vision and principles were developed.
Vision
Blue River’s trails network is cohesive, connected, easy to navigate, and provides high quality trails for a
variety of trail activities year-round. The trails network brings benefits to the community such as improved
quality of life, new and diverse economic opportunities, and a sense of community pride. Visitors and new
residents are attracted to the community by the trails, the natural beauty of the area, and the lifestyle
and experiences that come with it. A safe and connected active transportation network means residents
make the most of their daily trips for work, school, services, shopping, and recreation by walking, cycling
and other non-motorized methods.
Principles


Provide quality recreation experiences for fulltime and seasonal residents;



Support existing and future tourism opportunities through trails;



Provide opportunities for motorized and non-motorized trail uses and work to minimize conflicts;



Provide safe highway crossings and separated paths that support active transportation
throughout the town that are used by locals and visitors;



Ensure collaboration and look for win-wins between government, businesses, industry, and local
residents;



Build on Blue River’s excellent reputation as an outdoor recreation destination;



Highlight the features of Blue River that make it unique and noteworthy, such as its pockets of
old growth, inland rainforest, and access to beautiful lakes, and



Ensure all new trail development takes the long-term maintenance implications into account
during planning and design stages.
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4.2 ACTIVE TRANSPORTATION PROJECTS
The future active transportation network in Blue River is illustrated in Figure 11 and includes an extension
of the Millennium Trail, two new pedestrian crossings on Highway 5, and a pathway north from Blue
River to Mud Lake Road.

Figure 11: Proposed Active Transportation Infrastructure
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ACTION #1: INSTALL HIGHWAY CROSSINGS AT HARWOOD DR. AND ANGUS HORNE
ST.
Two new pedestrian crossings will be implemented on Highway 5 at Harwood Road and Angus
Horne Street/Shell Road:



The Harwood Road crossing is used by pedestrians walking to and from the campground and hotel
on the west side of the highway, and the resort and other locations within the town on the east
side. It is also used by residents and tourists to access trails on both sides of the highway.



The Angus Horne Street/Shell Road crossing is used by pedestrians walking to and from the gas
station, restaurant and hotel on the west side of the highway.



Each crossing will include signs, pavement markings and improved illumination.



The Ministry of Transportation and Infrastructure (MOTI) plans to implement these pedestrian
crossings in summer 2021.

ACTION #2: DEVELOP A MULTI-USE PATH ALONG HWY. 5 CONNECTING BLUE RIVER
TO MUD LAKE FSR
A new pathway along Highway 5 between Blue River and Mud Lake Road would provide a walking and
cycling route for:


Visitors and residents accessing trails to the north of town.



Seasonal employees of Wiegele Resort and other employers in town who live in the Snowfield
Park trailer park on the west side of the highway 2 km north of town.



Visitors and employees of the River Safari on Mud Lake Road.



Currently, people walk on the highway shoulder, on the airport runway and along the railway
track. A new pathway would provide a safe and accessible route for pedestrians and cyclists of all
ages and abilities, in summer and winter. Use of the pathway would be limited to active
transportation, including pedestrians, persons with disabilities, bicycles, class 1 pedal assist ebikes, cross-country skis, snowshoes and other human powered modes of transportation.
Snowmobiles and UTVs/ATVs would be prohibited.
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Figure 12: Potential east-side multi-use path location along Hwy. 5

Alignment Options
There are three alignment options for the new pathway along Highway 5 — on the east side, the west
side, or a combination of the east and west sides:


The east side option would link the north end of the east frontage road in Blue River with Mud
Lake Road. Existing short sections of access road on the east side of the highway could be
incorporated into the pathway. Elsewhere, the pathway would be located within the highway
right-of-way, in some cases on the berm.



The west side option would be located within the hydro corridor north of the gravel quarry. In the
vicinity of the quarry, the pathway would be constructed in the highway right-of-way on the berm.
At its south end, the pathway would connect to the north end of the west frontage road at the
campground.
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The east–west side option would cross the highway at Blueberry Road north of the gravel quarry.
The pathway would be in the hydro corridor on the west side north of Blueberry Drive, and would
incorporate the access road on the east side south of Blueberry Drive. New pedestrian crossings
would be required on the highway at Blueberry Road and Mud Lake Road

The east side option is preferred as it would connect the town and Mud Lake Road without any
highway crossings, would avoid private properties, and could incorporate existing access roads to
reduce construction costs. The only destination not directly served by a pathway on the east side
would be the Snowfield Park trailer park (residents of the trailer park would continue to cross the
highway in the vicinity of Weather Station Road as they do at present).
Specific design considerations for the pathway include:


A width of 3 m is desirable to enable pedestrians and cyclists to safely share the pathway.



A compacted fine crushed aggregate surface would be appropriate, as it would accommodate
pedestrians, most bicycles, many persons with disabilities, and winter users, while providing good
drainage and minimizing construction and maintenance costs.



Where the pathway is within the highway right-of-way it should be located a distance from the
highway so that snow is not dumped onto the pathway from snow clearing operations on the
highway. In some sections it might be necessary to construct the pathway on the berm. This could
be accomplished with a small retaining wall as illustrated in Figure 11. A retaining wall or structure
would also be required to construct the section of pathway immediately north of the Blue River
bridge where there is a steep slope on the side of the highway.



The pathway should be designed in accordance with the B.C. Active Transportation Design Guide.

Currently the only crossing of the Blue River in the vicinity of the new pathway is the highway bridge.
The bridge cross-section includes two traffic lanes plus shoulders approximately 1.5 m wide, and a
sidewalk on the east side of the bridge approximately 1.5 m wide. Options for the pathway to cross the
Blue River include:


A pathway on the east side of the existing bridge. The traffic lanes would be shifted to the west,
the shoulder widths reduced in both directions, and the sidewalk on the east side widened to 3
m (with a railing). MOTI bridge engineers should confirm the feasibility of this option as it would
alter the loading on the structure.



A new pathway cantilevered on the side of the bridge. The feasibility of this option would need
to be confirmed with MOTI bridge engineers as it would place additional loads on the structure.



A new pathway on an upgraded or new highway bridge. MOTI plans to upgrade Highway 5 to a
heavy haul corridor with a capacity of 125 tonnes (the current capacity is 85 tonnes), and as part
of this project the Blue River bridge might need to be upgraded or replaced.



A new active transportation bridge near the highway bridge. Although this option would avoid
changes to the highway bridge, this advantage is offset by the likely need to mitigate
environmental impacts associated with a new bridge across the river.
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Implementation
Order of magnitude estimated costs for the new pathway are:


Pathway construction = $500,000–$2 million. Although the new highway pathway would
incorporate existing access roads on the east side of the highway, it would still involve
construction of over 1,000 m of new pathway, much of which would require retaining walls,
railings and other structures.



Bridge = $250,000–$3 million. The new pathway would involve improvements to the existing
highway bridge or a new bridge over the Blue River (unless the highway bridge is upgraded or
replaced as part of the heavy haul corridor project).

Funding for the new pathway would be available from the B.C. Active Transportation Infrastructure
Grants Program. This is an annual program that provides cost-share funding for the construction of
active transportation infrastructure. For a community such as Blue River with a population of less than
15,000 persons, the Province provides 70% funding to a maximum of $500,000 per project (this level of
funding equates to a total project cost of $714,000).
The total costs of the pathway would exceed the $714,000 maximum project cost eligible for Provincial
funding, and therefore it is expected that the pathway would be constructed in phases, each of which
would be eligible for cost-share funding as a separate project. The preferred sequence of
implementation is:


Blue River bridge–Blueberry Road. This section of the pathway would provide a connection from
the highway bridge to the Blueberry Road intersection. It would incorporate a section of access
road and approximately 500 m of new pathway.



Blueberry Road–Weather Station Road. This section would include as much as 850 m of new
pathway construction.



Highway 5 bridge over Blue River. The bridge accommodates pedestrians at present on the
sidewalk on the east side of the bridge. Consequently, there is no short-term need for
improvements. Rather, improvements to the bridge would be undertaken after sections of the
pathway are constructed to the north (unless the bridge is upgraded or replaced by MOTI).

Potential GHG emissions reductions with AT infrastructure
GHG reductions are most likely to be achieved as a result of seasonal employees, visitors and residents
who choose to use active transportation for trips between the town and the Snowfield Park trailer
park, Mud Lake Road, River Safari and trails north of the town:


For each seasonal employee who walks or cycles rather than drives the reduction in GHG is
estimated to be 0.15 tonnes per year.



For every 100 round trips that residents and visitors make by active transportation rather than
drive to and from Mud Lake Road, the reduction in GHG is estimated to be 0.23 tonnes per year.
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Year over year GHG emissions reductions
Annual GHG reductions are estimated to be 6 tonnes (assuming 25 seasonal employees choose to use
active transportation every year, and assuming 1,000 round trips by residents and visitors made by active
transportation rather than driving).

ACTION #3: EXTEND THE MILLENNIUM PATH TO THE HIGHWAY.
The Millennium Trail currently extends from the beach house on Eleanor Lake in Blue River Community
Park south to Angus Horne Drive. The Trail also connects to a path that runs behind the community hall
to Harwood Drive, and a network of private trails on the north side of the lake.
Extend the south end of the Millennium Trail along Angus Horne Street to the Highway.

ACTION #4: CREATE A ROADSIDE PATH ALONG HARWOOD DRIVE FROM ANGUS
HORNE TO THE HIGHWAY
Harwood is a key connecting street with curves that limit visibility. The pathway segment on Harwood
Drive would provide a connection between the northern highway crossing (at Harwood Drive), the
community hall, the Millennium Path, Angus Horne Drive, and residential areas to the south.

4.3 TRAIL CLASSIFICATIONS
ACTION #5: ESTABLISH A TRAIL CLASSIFICATION SYSTEM
Blue River has a wide variety of trails reflecting different types of activities, levels of use, user needs,
locations, and terrain. All existing and future trails should be categorized using the classification system
described below. This system is a planning tool, and not an outward facing system like difficulty ratings
or usage designations. The classification system can be used to take stock of the existing network, help
identify gaps, plan new routes, minimize user conflicts, and estimate maintenance requirements. Figure
13 shows the trail system with proposed permitted uses. Table 1 lists the proposed classification of each
trail.


Front-country Multi-Use Path
o Description: Universally accessible paths within or connecting to town
o Uses: Walking, jogging, cycling
o Surface: Paved or compacted gravel
o Tread Width: 2-4 m
o Gradient: <5% (may exceed 8% over short distances)
o Difficulty Rating: Easiest (white circle)
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o Maintenance Requirements: Moderate to High. Path corridor must be kept clear and
surface in good condition. Maintenance is solely a government responsibility.
o Example: Millenium Trail (Eleanor Lake)


Backcountry – Multi-Use Non-Motorized Trail
o Description: Singletrack or doubletrack trail suitable for a variety of non-motorized uses.
Some trails in this category may be groomed in the winter
o Uses: Hiking, trail running, mountain biking, gravel biking, horseback riding, snowshoeing,
cross-country skiing, fat-biking
o Surface: Native soil
o Tread Width: > 0.3 m
o Gradient: <10% average; 30% max
o Difficulty Rating: Easy to very difficult (green circle to black diamond)
o Maintenance Requirements: Low to moderate. Depending on difficulty rating, users
expect loose or uneven trail tread and a narrow trail corridor. Depending on location,
annual brushing, clearing of deadfall, and spot maintenance may be required. Trail users
may contribute to maintenance.
o Example: Green Mile



Backcountry - Hiking-Only Trail
o Description: Singletrack trail restricted to foot traffic only
o Uses: Hiking, trail running, snowshoeing
o Surface: Native soil
o Tread Width: > 0.3 m
o Gradient: <10% average; 30% max
o Difficulty Rating: Easy to extremely difficult (green circle to double black diamond)
o Maintenance Requirements: Low to moderate. Depending on difficulty rating, users
expect loose or uneven trail tread, a narrow trail corridor, and deadfall. Depending on
location, annual brushing, clearing of deadfall, and spot maintenance may be required.
Trail users may contribute to maintenance.
o Example: Parbury Falls



Backcountry - Mountain Bike Primary Trail
o Description: Singletrack trail designed for gravity-oriented mountain biking, but typically
open to other non-motorized uses. MTB use is designated as downhill only – typically MTB
climb trails are suitable for a multi-use designation.
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o Uses: Mountain biking, hiking, trail running, snowshoeing
o Surface: Native soil and rock armoring
o Tread Width: > 0.3 m
o Gradient: <10% average; 30% max
o Difficulty Rating: Easy to extremely difficult (green circle to double black diamond)
o Maintenance Requirements: Low to high. Depending on difficulty rating, users expect
loose or uneven trail tread and a narrow trail corridor. Depending on location, annual
brushing, clearing of deadfall, and spot maintenance may be required. TTFs, if present,
should receive an annual inspection. Trail users can be expected to contribute to
maintenance.
o Example: N/A


Off-Road Vehicle
o Description: Singletrack, doubletrack, or FSR
o Uses: Off-road vehicles (ORV), including: all-terrain vehicles (ATVs)/quads, recreational
off-highway vehicles (ROVs)/side-by-sides, off-highway motorcycles (OHM)/dirt bikes,
four-wheel drive vehicles (4WD), and snowmobiles. Non-motorized uses are permitted,
but are not the primary use and are not promoted/encouraged.
o Surface: Compacted gravel and/or native soil
o Tread Width: > 2 m. Varies by vehicle type.
o Gradient: <10% average; 30% max
o Difficulty Rating: Easy to more difficult (green circle to blue square)
o Maintenance Requirements: Low to moderate. Depending on difficulty rating, users
expect loose or uneven trail tread, close-growing vegetation, and deadfall. Depending on
location, annual brushing, clearing of deadfall, and spot maintenance may be required.
Trail users can be expected to contribute to maintenance.
o Example: Cedar Connector
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Figure 13: 2021 Trails Map with Proposed Uses
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ACTION #6: ADOPT A TRAIL DIFFICULTY RATING SYSTEM
In addition to classifying each trail by type, every trail should receive a difficulty rating based on the IMBA
Trail Difficulty Rating System. This system, based off those used by ski areas, is widely used by trail
networks throughout BC, and is like the system used for BRPPS riding areas and by Parks Canada. The
IMBA system grades the technical challenge of a trail, which is determined by trail width, surfacing,
grade, and the presence of natural or technical trail features. This system does not rate the physical
challenge of a trail, which is influenced by factors such as length, elevation, and weather, as well as
technical difficulty. Because physical challenge is not factored into the difficulty rating, it is important
that trail length and elevation is also available to trail users. Table 1 lists the proposed difficulty rating of
each trail.



White Circle – Easiest
o Definition: Easy, fully accessible trail
o Description: Wide and flat with minimal obstacles such as roots and rocks
o Recommended Experience/Skill Level: Little or no experience required
o Equipment: No specialized equipment required



Green Circle – Easy
o Definition: Easy, mostly accessible trail
o Description: Gentle climbs and easily avoidable obstacles
o Recommended Experience/Skill Level: Little or no experience required
o Equipment: No specialized equipment required



Blue Square – More Difficult
o Definition: Moderate trail
o Description: Gentle climbs and easily avoidable obstacles
o Recommended Experience/Skill Level: Some experience recommended
o Equipment: Specialized equipment may or may not be required



Black Diamond – Very Difficult
o Definition: Advanced trail
o Description: Longer, steeper slopes, loose surfaces, more numerous obstacles
o Recommended Experience/Skill Level: Advanced or expert users
o Equipment: Specialized equipment is required
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Double Black Diamond -Extremely Difficult
o Definition: Expert trail
o Description: Many challenging obstacles, high risk level
o Recommended Experience/Skill Level: Expert users only
o Equipment: Specialized equipment is required

Table 1: Proposed Trail Classifications and Difficulty Ratings

Riding Area

Trail Name

Classification

Difficulty Rating

Backcountry Multi-Use

More Difficult - Blue
Square

Backcountry Multi-Use

Easy - Green Circle

Green Mile

Backcountry Multi-Use

More Difficult - Blue
Square

Powerline Connector

Off-Highway Vehicle

Easy - Green Circle

Blueberry Meadows

Backcountry Multi-Use

Easy - Green Circle

Unsanctioned Trail A

Backcountry Multi-Use

Very Difficult - Black
Diamond

Unsanctioned Trail B

Backcountry Multi-Use

Very Difficult - Black
Diamond

WS-1

Backcountry Multi-Use

Easy - Green Circle

WS-2

Backcountry Multi-Use

Easy - Green Circle

WS-3

Backcountry Multi-Use

Easy - Green Circle

West Side: Murtle Lake FSR
Chef’s Mile
West
Grizzly
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WS-4

Backcountry Multi-Use

Easy - Green Circle

Off-Highway Vehicle

Easy - Green Circle

Off-Highway Vehicle

Easy - Green Circle

30 Seconds of Fun

Off-Highway Vehicle

Easy - Green Circle

Easy Ride

Off-Highway Vehicle

Easy - Green Circle

Andy Climb

Off-Highway Vehicle

Easy - Green Circle

WS-5

Off-Highway Vehicle

Easy - Green Circle

WS-6

Off-Highway Vehicle

Easy - Green Circle

WS-7

Off-Highway Vehicle

Easy - Green Circle

West Side: Murtle Lake FSR Cougar Climb
East
Sandman

Riding Area

Trail Name

Classification

Difficulty Rating

Backcountry Multi-Use

Easy - Green Circle

Spark Start Loop

Backcountry Multi-Use

Easy - Green Circle

Dyck's

Backcountry Multi-Use

Easy - Green Circle

Johnny's

Backcountry Multi-Use

Easy - Green Circle

Sandy Loop

Backcountry Multi-Use

Easy - Green Circle

Snowshoe Hare

Backcountry Multi-Use

Easy - Green Circle

CN Hill

Backcountry
Trail

East Side: Herb Bilton Way Sandy Loop

East Side: CN Hill
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East Side: Luge Hill

East Side: River Loop

East Side: Eleanor Lake

Riding Area
Parbury Falls

White River

CN Downhill

Backcountry
Trail

Multi-Use Very Difficult - Black
Diamond

Luge Hill Trail

Backcountry Hiking-Only

More Difficult - Blue
Square

River Loop

Backcountry Multi-Use

More Difficult - Blue
Square

Cariboo Connector

Backcountry Multi-Use

More Difficult - Blue
Square

Shortcut

Backcountry Multi-Use

More Difficult - Blue
Square

Airport Way

Backcountry Multi-Use

More Difficult - Blue
Square

Eleanor Lake Trail

Frontcountry Multi-Use

Easiest - White Circle

Helipad Way

Frontcountry Multi-Use

Easiest - White Circle

Trail Name

Classification

Parbury Falls Trail

Backcountry
Only

Ridge Ride

N/A

N/A

White River

N/A

N/A
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4.4 SIGNAGE + WAYFINDING
ACTION #7: ESTABLISH AND IMPLEMENT A SIGNAGE AND WAYFINDING SYSTEM
Implementing a signage and wayfinding system is a crucial step in formalizing Blue River’s trail network
and increasing its usability for visitors. Signage provides important information to trail users about route
options, who yields to who, permitted uses, and etiquette, and adds to the overall safety and enjoyment
of the trail experience. A clear and legible signage and wayfinding system helps ensure that residents
and visitors use the trail network safely and appropriately. Trail signage is also a low-cost management
strategy that can help reduce maintenance requirements over time and mitigate human impact on
sensitive natural environments.
Implement the signage and wayfinding system in two phases, as outlined in Table 2. Phase 1 includes
maps, information kiosks and junction posts. These components provide basic wayfinding and safety
information, and focus on answering the questions:


Where am I?



How can I go elsewhere?



What can I do here?



How do I stay safe?

Phase 2 is focused on facilitating and enriching the experience of visitors to Blue River. Interpretive
panels should aim to deeper readers’ understanding of the place. Way-marked routes help users link
together a series of trails into an enjoyable loop. Destination signs help visitors find their way from town
to key trailheads.
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Figure 14: Examples of multiuse trail etiquette
signage
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Figure 15: Example trail etiquette sign aimed at visitors
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Table 2:Proposed Signage and Wayfinding System

Phase 1
Facility

Information

Location

Typ. Dimensions
(HxWxD)

Information Kiosk

Map; safety signs, including wildlife
safety and FSR road use; regulatory
signs, e.g., permitted uses, trail
etiquette, and speed limits

Major trailheads

80”x100”x6”

Junction Post

Wayfinding signs, e.g., trail name
and direction; difficulty-level signs;
regulatory signs, e.g., permitted
uses and speed limits

Trailheads;
intersections,
including ones with
unmarked or
inactive trails

60”x6”x6”

Paper Maps

Diagrammatic representation of
Local businesses
trails; contextual information
including topography, geographic
features, roadways, landmarks, etc.

11”x17”

Digital Maps

Diagrammatic representation of
trails; contextual information
including topography, geographic
features, roadways, landmarks, etc.

N/A
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Trail apps, e.g.,
Trailforks, Alltrails,
and Gaia;
georeferenced PDF
on the Blue River
website for use
with Avenza
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Phase 2
Facility

Information

Location

Typ.
Dimensions
(HxWxD)

Interpretive Educational information on
Panels
natural and cultural
features/areas of significance
(e.g., local ecosystems and
forestry industry), including
Simpcw heritage and culture, and
Secwepemctsín language and
place names

Trailhead kiosks;
points of interest

48”x48”
(Often
angled
towards
viewer)

WayMarked
Routes

Route name and branding to help
users link together trails into a
loop or longer route;
recommended direction if
applicable

Trailheads;
intersections

60”x6”x6”

Destination
Signs

Directions to key trailheads

Key road
intersections

120”x48”
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and road
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Figure 16: Conceptual implementation of the signage and wayfinding system (Exact locations must be field
verified)
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Figure 17: Information Kiosk

Figure 19: Interpretive Panel

Figure 18: Junction Post

Figure 20: Destination Sign
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4.5 NEW TRAIL DEVELOPMENT AND REROUTES
ACTION #8: EMPLOY BEST PRACTICES FOR
TRAIL LAYOUT AND CONSTRUCTION
Adhering to the well-established best practices for trail
layout and construction can maximize the user
experience while minimizing maintenance and liability
exposure. Ensure that new trail development and
reroutes are led by people with experience in
sustainable trail design, whether they are contractors
or volunteers.

ACTION #9: DEVELOP THE GREEN MILE AREA
INTO A STACKED LOOP SYSTEM WITH A
DESIGNATED TRAILHEAD

Key Trail Planning and Design Resources


Trail Solutions: IMBA’s Guide to
Building Sweet Singletrack,
International Mountain Bike
Association, 2004.



Managing Mountain Biking: IMBA’s
Guide to Providing Great Riding,
International Mountain Bike
Association, 2007



Natural Surface Trails by Design,
Troy Scott Parker, 2004

Participants in the Working Group consistently  Great Trails: Providing Quality OHV
Trails and Experiences Guidebook,
described the Green Mile as the highlight of the trail
National
Off-Highway
Vehicle
system. The trail is an exceptional example of rolling
Conservation
Council,
2015
singletrack and provides a harmonious old growth
forest experience for intermediate to advanced users.
However, the experience is brief, the distance to the trail is far for hiker and bikers, and the main
connecting trails, such as Grizzly and Powerline Connector, offer a different type of experience than is
non-complimentary.
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Figure 21: Green Mile Trail

Build off the strength of the Green Mile by further developing the area into a stacked loop system,
including a new non-motorized connection to town and a new trailhead with parking:


Develop a trailhead where Unauthorized Trail B meets Blueberry Meadows. Include an
information kiosk and space for pull-off parking.



Close the existing, fall-line alignment Green Mile Entrance and develop a replacement that
connects the new trailhead to the start of the Green Mile.



Develop a new trail that begins at the proposed Blueberry Meadows trailhead, travels up and
around the old growth covered knoll to the south, and connects to the Green Mile below
Unauthorized Trail A. Explore opportunities for view and/or connections to the Blue River.



Develop a new trail connecting the low end of the Green Mile to its upper terminus and the new
Green Mile Entrance.
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Develop a new non-motorized singletrack trail running parallel to 30 Seconds of Fun that connects
the proposed Blueberry Meadows trailhead to the 30 Seconds trailhead.

Figure 22: Proposed New Trails and Reroutes
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ACTION #10: REALIGN LUGE HILL TRAIL
The Luge Hill trail’s hilltop and river bank views make it a compelling destination, but sections of trail
with too-steep alignments and slope instability take away from the overall experience, prevent the use
of mountain bikes, and present persistent maintenance issues.
Complete a two-part realignment of Luge Hill to improve the user experience and overall sustainability,
and to open the trail to mountain biking:


Develop an alternate alignment along the west and
south aspects of the hill that connects Johnny’s and
Dyck’s with the former luge starting gate.



Clear debris from the former luge starting gate and
develop as a lookout with benches and interpretive
panels. Thin trees east of the lookout to improve views
out to the North Thompson River.



Close the sections of existing trail that traverse the east
aspect. Develop a new alignment above the steepest
sections of the east aspect and along the north aspect.
Connect the new alignment with the existing trail
where the Blue River meet the North Thompson and
develop a rest area with benches and interpretative
panels.



Monitor the existing eastern exit for flood damage.
Raise the existing boardwalks if prolonged flooding is
experienced.
Figure 23: Steep section of Luge Hill Trail

ACTION #11: ADDRESS FLOOD-PRONE
SECTIONS OF PARBURY FALLS TRAIL
Parbury Falls trail plays an important role in the trail network as a destination-focused hike, but access
is limited by early summer flooding in most years. Improvements to the flood-prone sections of the trail
are needed to enable spring and early summer use. Field verification of potential solutions was not
possible during the master planning process (due to flooding of the access road), so additional
exploration of the feasibility of two options is needed.
Explore two options for trail upgrades:


Option A: Reroute uphill of flood-prone areas. LiDAR data shows steep slopes and possible rock
outcrops that may prevent this option. This may make it a more difficult trail.



Option B: Construct segments of raised boardwalk over flood prone sections.
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ACTION #12: ADDRESS FLOOD-PRONE SECTIONS OF CHEF’S MILE
The area of Chef’s Mile closest to Grizzly that cuts into and out of the forest crosses over a wet area, is
prone to flooding, and has wooden boardwalks. The boardwalks may be passable most of the year, but
consideration of an improved alignment and/or improvement of the boardwalk design and elevation
would help ensure this trail is passable in the spring.

Figure 24: Flooding on Chef's Mile
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ACTION #13: BRING UNSANCTIONED TRAILS IN THE GREEN MILE IN TO THE OFFICIAL
NETWORK
TNRD to explore options for entering in to Section 56 and 57 agreements with RSTBC for “Unsanctioned
Trail A” and “Unsanctioned Trail B.” Before finalizing the agreements, upgrade the drainage crossings on
Unsanctioned Trail A by bringing abutments to the top of bank, and formalize the names of the trails.

ACTION #14: PURSUE AN AGREEMENT WITH MIKE WIEGELE HELICOPTER SKIING TO
ALLOW AND PUBLICIZE PUBLIC USE OF THE TRAILS WITHIN RESORT PROPERTIES
Work with Mike Wiegele Helicopter Skiing to formalize public access to trails on MWHS property and
collaborate on the promotion of trails in Blue River.

ACTION #15: UNIFY THE ENTRANCES TO MURTLE LAKE FSR EAST TRAILS FROM THE
BLUE RIVER WEST FRONTAGE ROAD
There are currently four eastern entrances to the Murtle Lake FSR East Area: two off Shell Road and two
off West Frontage Road. All the routes pass through private land, and none have agreements in place.
Pursue an agreement for the southernmost entrance and develop as a trailhead with an information
kiosk. Explore options for on-street parking. Work with the other private landowners to close the
remaining trailheads.

ACTION #16: REROUTE THE LOWER SECTION OF CN DOWNHILL
CN Downhill is a mountain bike-oriented descent trail that begins with open, insloped turns, but ends in
a steep chute leading onto Herb Bilton Way. The chute at the bottom offers riders minimal reward for
elevation loss, and erosion will deteriorate the fall-line alignment over time. Reroute the bottom third
of the trail in the open, flowing style of the upper sections.
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ACTION #17: DEVELOP MOUNTAIN BIKE PRIMARY TRAILS IN THE WHITE RIVER AREA
There was strong interest from the Working Group in the potential of developing mountain bike trails in
Blue River. Inspired by the success of trail networks along Highway 5 in Valemount, Clearwater, and Chu
Chua, and the vision presented in the 2016 Simpcw Nation McBride to Barriere Trails and Mountain Bike
Recreation and Tourism Initiative, mountain bike trails are viewed as both a local amenity and a way to
attract more visitors to Blue River. Bringing in more tourists during the summer would be particularly
desirable, as it would complement Blue River’s strong winter outdoor recreation opportunities. There
was also interest in the potential of developing a multi-use alpine trail. The goal would be to develop a
signature trail that would help draw backcountry enthusiasts to Blue River, similar to the Seven Summits
trail in Rossland or Lord of the Squirrels in Whistler.
Figure 24 shows conceptual trail alignments for mountain bike-primary trails in the White River area, as
well as options for potential alpine routes. A description in each proposed trail can be found in Appendix
B. All the proposed trails are conceptual based on 10-meter contour maps. The alignments have not
been field verified or drawn over high-quality LiDAR mapping.
Reports from Working Group members, field work by LEES, and a desktop review by IMBA Canada
concluded that the White River area terrain is suitable for mountain bike trails, although there are
challenges. The primary challenge is the lack of a local community organization. Most mountain bike trail
networks in BC are maintained primarily by volunteers, often coordinated by a local mountain bike or
trail association. Maintenance commitments from organizations, businesses, and government agencies
should be secured before White River trails are developed. Another potential challenge is the condition
of the White River FSR, which trail users would rely on to access the area. While the FSR is currently in
good condition, a plan or agreement is needed to ensure it is consistently maintained.
Alpine trails come with an additional set of challenges, including high maintenance and construction
costs, weak soil structure, potential damage to sensitive ecosystems, and challenging extractions for
medical and wildfire emergencies. Strategies to manage these challenges should be developed prior to
the construction of any alpine trails.
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Figure 24: White River Trail Concepts
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ACTION #18: COLLABORATE WITH MIKE WIEGELE HELICOPTER SKIING ON A
MOUNTAIN BIKE PUMP TRACK
Mike Wiegele Helicopter Skiing (MWHS) has recently explored the feasibility of developing a mountain
bike pump track, but a suitable site could not be found on the main MWHS Resort property. There is
potential to host the track on other MWHS properties or TNRD lands, creating a publicly accessible
amenity. TNRD could collaborate with MWHS, including options for funding and maintenance.

4.6 PARTNERSHIPS
ACTION #19: COLLABORATE AND CONSULT WITH SIMPCW FIRST NATION
Continue to consult and work with Simpcw First Nation on new initiatives, such as planning efforts and
future trail development. Inform early, and bring ideas in progress rather than finished products. As
projects develop, engage in Simpcw’s referral process to determine whether further study may be
needed, such as Preliminary Field Reconnaissance (PFR), an Archaeological Overview Assessment (AOAs),
or an Archeological Impact Assessment (AIA), or Traditional Land and Resource Use Study (LRUS).
Collaborate with Simpcw First Nation to promote Simpcw heritage and culture through the trail signage
and wayfinding program. This could include:


Developing interpretive signage about Simpcw history and culture



Incorporating maps showing Simpcwúl ̓ecw (“Simpcw Territory”) and Secwepemcúl ̓ecw
(“Secwepemc territory”)



Integrating Secwepemctsín language and place names

Chu Chua, the current habitation site, has a strong mountain biking and trail building community.
Collaborate and draw on their expertise during planning and new trail development.
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ACTION #20: PARTNER WITH LOCAL
BUSINESSES
Local businesses in Blue River expressed an interest in
contributing to the maintenance and development of
the trail network in Blue River. Explore opportunities for
local businesses to support trails through monetary
and/or in-kind donations. Consider trail sponsorship
models, such as the North Shore Mountain Bike
Association (NSMBA) Trail Adoption Plan (TAP). The TAP
model sees businesses sponsor an individual trail and
receive promotional opportunities, such as logo
placement on trail heads. Businesses can contribute
both financially and by organizing staff trail days.

Figure 25: NSMBA TAP program sign

ACTION #21: CONTINUE THE TRAILS
WORKING GROUP
The trail network in Blue River is connected to a broad network of rightsholders and stakeholders,
including the TNRD, Simpcw First Nation, RSTBC, user groups such as the Blue River Powder Packers,
forest companies, Mike Wiegele Helicopter Skiing, and local businesses. Continue to hold regular and
special topic Working Group meetings to work through the implementation of the Master Plan
recommendations and other management issues.

ACTION #22: COLLABORATE AND COORDINATE WITH THE FORESTRY SECTOR
Outdoor recreation and forestry are both important industries in Blue River and throughout the North
Thompson Valley. Outside of protected areas, such as parks and Old Growth Management Areas
(OGMAs), trails and forestry must coexist on the same land base. It should be assumed that any
unprotected area may be harvested at some point in the future. As well, even trails under specific
agreements may be affected by harvesting.
Forest Service Roads (FSRs), which are developed to access timber, play an important role in outdoor
recreation. FSRs are utilized extensively by the ORV community, and many mountain bike-focused trail
systems rely on FSRs for climbing and shuttling routes.
Through the Trails Working Group, collaborate and coordinate with the forestry sector on trail planning
and development. Forestry companies have expressed a willingness to collaborate and look for win-win
situations. Collaboration should be detailed and site specific to make best use of the equipment and
timing of harvest activities. By working together closely, valuable in-kind contributions can be made, such
as clearing parking areas, clearing trail corridors, and removing stumps. Communication can also lead to
adjustments in timing, although many regulatory and market factors must also be considered.
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ACTION #23: SUPPORT COMMUNITY VOLUNTEERS
Volunteers and volunteer-based trail associations are a vital part of most trail networks in BC. In Blue
River, the Powder Packers groom and maintain snowmobile trails and hold land use agreements for
several alpine riding areas. Outside of the Powder Packers, trail users currently perform spot
maintenance, such as clearing deadfall, but there is currently no organized system for volunteer
contributions during the summer. The public online survey indicated significant interest in volunteering
for trail maintenance. Given the public interest and the importance of volunteer contributions, take a
two-part approach to encouraging volunteerism:


In the short term, the TNRD hosts volunteer trail days to perform maintenance and develop new
trails and reroutes. Ensure that the TNRD has participants complete a waiver, establishes safe
work procedures, and oversees all volunteer activities. Trail days should be led by an experienced
trail builder. New trail development and reroutes are often attractive to volunteers, but trail
maintenance days can also be well attended. Consider scheduling volunteers days outside of peak
mosquito season.



In the long term, the TNRD could support the formation of a summer-focused or all-season trail
user association. Work closely and collaboratively with the trail association if and when they form.

Trail user associations can take many forms. Consult with nearby associations, such as the Clearwaterbased Wells Gray Outdoors Club (cross country skiing, mountain biking, and hiking) and VARDA, the
Valemount & Area Recreation Development Association (mountain biking and snowmobiling), for advice
specific to the North Thompson area.
Trail associations can enter into land use agreements, and can sometimes access different sponsorship
and grant funding sources than government. Trail associations may also have more success attracting
volunteers.
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4.7 MANAGEMENT + MAINTENANCE
ACTION #24: WORK TO MINIMIZE CONFLICTS BETWEEN USERS

Motorized – Non-Motorized User Conflicts
Many trails in Blue River are currently used by motorized and non-motorized users, despite Section 56
agreements specifying non-motorized uses. While most residents report low levels of conflict between
different user groups, if trail use by locals and visitors increases, as is hoped for, motorized and nonmotorized uses will need to become better separated to ensure safety and minimize maintenance. Table
1 recommends designated uses for each trail. Ensuring these recommendations are followed in practice
will require clear signage. Maintaining a culture of respectful trail use should be based on peer-to-peer
communication and courtesy.
When deciding on designations for future trails, look to the following factors:


Non-motorized:
o High levels of non-motorized use
o Sensitive and/or rare ecosystems
o Narrow and/or poor sight lines



Motorized:
o Low levels of non-motorized use and/or remote
o Disturbed areas or non-sensitive ecosystems
o Wide trail tread and good sight lines

Another strategy for minimizing conflicts between motorized and non-motorized uses is to facilitate the
dispersal of motorized users into the large networks of FSRs and snowmobile riding areas surrounding
Blue River. Encourage this by creating “out and away” routes for motorized users that allow motorized
users to ride from town, out to riding areas such as Red Sands and destinations such as Mystery Lake.
This approach takes advantage of the longer distances a motor allows. Providing a connection to town
for ORV users enables locals to start their ride closer to home and makes it easier for visitors to patronize
local businesses.

Non-Motorized User Conflicts
On most non-motorized trails in Blue River, potential conflicts between cyclists and hikers should be
minimized through trail design techniques that increase the perception of speed and reduce actual trail
speeds. These can include narrowing trail tread, corralling or anchoring corners, and creating gateways.
Maintaining site lines and promoting good trail etiquette are also important strategies.
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It may be necessary to designate trails as hiking-only or mountain biking-primary in the following
situations:


Hiking-only:
o Crowded or heavily trafficked trails
o Highly-sensitive ecosystems



Mountain Bike Primary:
o High trail speed (such as on a downhill flow trail)
o High density of technical trail features (TTFs)

ACTION #25: ESTABLISH TARGET MAINTENANCE LEVELS
Establish target maintenance levels for each trail in the network. Requirements will differ depending on
type of use, surface type, and setting. For example, ORV uses displace more trail tread material than
hikers, and the fast-growing forest setting of Grizzly requires more brushing than the old growth setting
of the Green Mile. At minimum, all trails should receive an annual spring inspection and be cleared of
deadfall as needed.
Active Transportation
Pathways and pedestrian crossings should be maintained year-round, to provide access in winter as well
as in summer. Winter maintenance should include clearing snow from pedestrian crossings on the
highway, including walkways leading to the crossings. Summer maintenance should include filling and
regrading areas of the pathway where water has accumulated to eliminate ponding.
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ACTION #26: SUPPORT ORV INITIATIVES
Continue TNRD support for initiatives that improve access to ORV riding areas. Two related projects
aimed at improving ORV experiences are in early planning stages at the time of writing:


Developing a parking and staging area at Murtle Rd Park.



Constructing a bridge to across the Blue River connecting Murtle Rd Park to North Blue FSR.

Participants in the working group, open house, and online survey also expressed a desire for ORV routes
within town to allow users to ride from their home to riding areas outside of town. While this issue is
outside the jurisdiction of the TNRD, ORV use, particularly snowmobiling, is a significant economic and
cultural contributor to Blue River. Request that the Ministry of Transportation and Infrastructure (MOTI)
consider an ORV pilot project allowing registered ORV users to travel on designated routes within Blue
River. Include a designated highway crossing in town and at the Cedar Connector-Mud Lake FSR
intersection.
Working group participants also noted the issue of snowmobile riders avoiding BRPPS trail booths where
fees are collected. Work with the BRPPS to close toll bypass routes for the winter season as needed.
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5 IMPLEMENTATION AND RESOURCING
5.1 IMPLEMENTATION
This Master Plan provides recommendations for improvements to the trails and active transportation
system over the next 10 to 20 years. The Thompson-Nicola Regional District Board’s adoption of the
Master Plan represents agreement in principle to the overarching vision for the community, but not a
commitment to spend. Implementation of each initiative is still subject to approval through
partnerships, legal agreements and annual budget processes. The implementation timeline will need to
remain flexible to respond to funding availability and the needs of the community.
Priorities: Described as high, medium, or low. Lower priority actions may end up being completed before
high priority actions due to funding opportunities or partnerships. The order in which actions are
completed will be determined through annual work plans by the TNRD and partners.
Costs: Order of magnitude estimates only. $ = less than $20,000; $$ = $20,000-$50,000; $$$ = greater
than $50,000. There are opportunities to pursue many of these recommendations through the
partnerships and creative funding strategies, so the costs do not reflect a commitment to spend by the
TNRD.
Partners: These are the existing entities involved in trails and active transportation in Blue River. Roles
and partnership are critical. Participation is not limited to those listed.

ACTIVE TRANSPORTATION
Table 3: Active transportation actions – cost vs. priorities

Action # Action

Priority

Cost

Partners

$$

MOTI

1

Install AT Highway Crossings at Harwood Dr. and Angus High
Horne St.

2

Develop a multi-use path connecting Blue River to Mud Medium $$$
Lake FSR

MOTI

3

Extend the Millennium Path to the Highway

Low

$$

MOTI

4

Add a path on Harwood Drive from Angus Horne Drive Low
to the Highway

$$

MOTI
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CAPITAL PROJECTS
Table 4: Capital projects – cost vs. priorities

Action # Action

Priority

Cost

Partners

7

Implement a signage and wayfinding system: Phase 1

High

$$

TNRD,
RSTBC

7

Implement a signage and wayfinding system: Phase 2

Low

$$

TNRD,
RSTBC

9

Develop the Green Mile area into a stacked loop Medium
system with a designated trailhead

$$$

TNRD,
RSTBC

10

Realign Luge Hill Trail

High

$$

TNRD

11

Realign Flood-Prone sections of Parbury Falls Trail

High

$$$$$

TNRD,
RSTBC

12

Address Flood-Prone Sections of Chef’s Mile

High

$$

TNRD,
RSTBC

15

Unify the entrance to Murtle Lake FSR East from the Medium
Blue River West Frontage Road

$

TNRD,
Private land
owners

16

Reroute the lower section of CN Downhill

$

TNRD

17

Develop mountain bike primary trails in the White Low
River area

$$$

TNRD
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MANAGEMENT PROJECTS
Table 5: Administrative Projects – cost vs. priorities

Action # Action

Potential Partnerships

5

Establish a trail classification system

TNRD

6

Adopt a trail difficulty rating system

TNRD

8

Employ best practices for trail layout and construction

TNRD, RSTBC, BRPPS, MWHS

13

Work with RSTBC to bring unsanctioned trails into the TNRD, RSTBC, BRPPS, MWHS
official network

14

Pursue an Agreement with Mike Wiegele Helicopter Skiing TNRD, MWHS
to Allow Public Use of the Eleanor Lake Trail

18

Collaborate with Mike Wiegele Helicopter Skiing on a TNRD, MWHS
mountain bike pump track

19

Collaborate and consult with Simpcw First Nation

Simpcw, TNRD, RSTBC,
BRPPS, MWHS

20

Partner with local businesses

TNRD

21

Continue the Trails Working Group

TNRD

22

Collaborate and coordinate with the forestry sector

TNRD, RSTBC, BRPPS, MWHS

23

Support community volunteers

TNRD, MWHS, BRPPS, RSTBC

24

Work to minimize conflicts between users

TNRD, RSTBC

25

Establish target maintenance levels

TNRD, RSTBC

26

Support ORV initiatives

TNRD, MOTI, RSTBC, BRPPS
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5.2 RESOURCING
Trail networks are typically built and maintained through contributions from many parties, including
government departments and agencies, business sponsorships, grants, and in-kind contributions such as
volunteer labour. It is important to note that Blue River does not have access to some of the major
funding sources that neighbouring trail networks rely on – the Community Forest in Clearwater, and the
Community Forest, Northern Development Initiative Trust, and Columbia Basin Trust in Valemount.
However, a variety of other grants are and will become available, and government, businesses, and
industry in Blue River have all expressed a desire to work together to build and maintain the trail network.
Ongoing funding
Ongoing funding is essential for regular maintenance such as spring brush clearing and winter trail
grooming. Currently, the TNRD, Mike Wiegele Helicopter Skiing, and the Blue River Powder Packers all
allocate funding annually toward trail initiatives. As the trail system grows, the need for ongoing, stable
funding sources will also need to grow to keep the trails well maintained and accessible.


TNRD – trail funding will be reviewed and allocated annually based on operational priorities and
proposed capital projects.



Mike Wiegele Helicopter Skiing - MWHS allocates annual funding toward maintenance of trails.



Blue River Powder Packers – BRPP allocate annual funding toward maintenance of trails through
membership fees, trail fees, and sponsorships.

Grants
Grants are a key source of funding for capital projects such as trail building and adding supporting
amenities, but there is a very wide range of grants and opportunities come and go or may be one-time
opportunities. Continual scanning and research on grant opportunities is recommended. Many grants
are open to non-profit organizations, although there are some for local governments. This illustrates
how important it is to have a community non-profit organization in place so that grant funding can be
maximized. Some examples of potential grant opportunities include the following:


BC Community Gaming Grants, Province of BC - Arts and Culture; Sport; Public Safety;

Environment; Human and Social Services. Eligible: Not-for-profit organizations that deliver
community programs that benefit the citizens of British Columbia. Deadline: May to August.


Bike BC, MOTI - BikeBC is the Ministry of Transportation and Infrastructure's cost-sharing

program that assists local governments to develop cycling infrastructure. Eligible: Local
governments. Deadline: n/a


Youth Employment and Skills Strategy Program, Government of Canada - Funding to organizations

to deliver activities that help youth overcome barriers to employment and develop a broad range
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of skills and knowledge in order to participate in the current and future labour market. Eligible:
non-profits, municipal governments, Indigenous organizations, others. Deadline: n/a.


Rural Dividend Fund, Province of BC - Community capacity building; workforce development;

community and economic development; business sector development. Trail projects are eligible.
Small, rural communities in BC (population of 25,000 or less located outside the geographic
boundaries of Metro Vancouver and the Capital Regional District). Eligible: local governments;
First Nations; non-profit organizations. Deadline: Spring.


Recreation Foundation of BC - Provides support for projects in the broad areas of recreation,

sports, parks, culture, the environment and education. Eligible: Not-for-profit groups in BC.
Deadline:


TD Friends of the Environment, TD Bank - Environment; Green Spaces; Environmental Education;

Park revitalization; Trail Building and restoration. Eligible: Registered Charities; Educational
Institutions; Municipalities; Indigenous organizations. Deadline: January.


Aviva Community Fund, Aviva Insurance - Community development; community health;

community resilience; community legacy. Eligible: Must be Canadian citizen or permanent
resident; charitable community organizations. Deadline: Fall.
In Kind Contributions
In kind contributions are non-monetary donations of time, services, goods, or other non-cash items
such as advertising. Volunteers are one of the most common types of in-kind contribution. There are
several opportunities for potential in-kind contributions to the Blue River trail system including:


BC Wildfire initial attack crews – These crews are stationed at various locations around the
Province. When not mobilized for a specific fire, they can contribute to trail clearing and hazard
tree removal.



Forestry operators – Forestry companies in Blue River are an essential part of the trail system
because they maintain many existing forest service roads that provide trail access. They have also
expressed interest in supporting trail development by providing realignments or building new
trails while working on site.



Local businesses – Local businesses, particularly those with equipment, can contribute to the
development and maintenance of the trail system. For example, MWHS donates a lot of time to
grooming of cross country ski trails. Local businesses may also be able to help with promotion and
advertising.



RSTBC crew – The Recreation Sites and Trails BC crews are experienced in trail maintenance and
improvements and can be requested through the TNRD. For example, the TNRD has lined up the
RSTBC crew to install trail wayfinding signage in Fall 2021.



Community volunteers (trail days, trail user associations) – Local volunteers can contribute to the
improvement and expansion of the trail system in multiple ways, but one of the most important
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is through contributions of time on a consistent basis. This can be through the time to organize
and manage a non-profit (Blue River Powder Packers, for example) or volunteering for trail
maintenance work.
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APPENDIX B – WHITE RIVER TRAIL CONCEPTS

White River Trail Development Strategy
1. Core Blue Trail
Style/Descriptive Terms: Progressive, Rowdy, Open, Flowy, Fast, Natural
Build from the low angle/rugged ‘down-country’ style in Blue River with a more consistent overall descending
grade to establish a gravity style trail.
•
•
•
•

Use existing FSR corridor and connect (ideally) between switchbacks where other trails may leave.
Complete the trail in segments, moving higher as each node is completed.
Identify and maximize opportunities for optional lines. Optional lines can provide an enhanced
difficulty experience while minimizing the amount of trail construction and maintenance required.
Low average grade will help keep trail maintenance low, but careful planning is needed to ensure that

2. Historic Black Trail
Style/Descriptive Terms: Technical, Old School, Tight
Reconstruct the original White River trail with modern techniques and approaches to risk
•
•
•

Assess existing alignment for durability, user experience, and management strategies
Remove and reconstruct or realign any features in disrepair
Keeping a lower overall number of features, enhance those that are retained

3. Modern Black Trail
Style/Descriptive Terms: Fast, Jumpy, Committing, Technical
Combine the low-angle, ‘down country’ style of trail with a black diamond difficulty using either rock features,
jumps and berms, or both.
•
•

•
•

Identify best style by identifying terrain and understanding local and visitor user interest.
Similar construction plan as Core blue; Modular, focusing on connecting to existing nodes (switchbacks)
from where that trail. Align so that there are a few common intersections allowing for different ride
plans.
Avoid the impulse for a steep grade to provide the technicality and instead focus on features and terrain
to minimize required maintenance.
Use optional lines, both more difficult features (not necessarily double black) and also easier ride
arounds (blue level) where appropriate.

4. Two-way Climb trail / Green Descent
Style/Descriptive Terms: Progressive, Two-way, Climb, Beginner
Combine a green level descent trail with a climb access trail. Ideally, the trail ascends as high as possible into
the network, although usage will be highest at the bottom.
•

Incorporate speed control measures to ensure that intermediate and advanced riders aren’t able to gain an
excessive amount of speed
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•
•

Identify places of potential conflict and provide alternative options or ride
arounds to cater to sightline challenges.
Plan for an efficient feeling trail by minimizing the number of switchbacks
stacked on top of one another.

5. White River Sub-alpine Trail
Style/Descriptive Terms: Long, Remote, Access, Two-way, Out-and-back
An access trail that traverses up into the white river watershed and may (optionally) provide access for an alpine
trail. Similar in character to Keystone Standard Basin.
•
•
•

Natural singletrack trail with speed control measures; ensure that the trail is both ‘fun’ to climb while
also providing riders with the opportunity for speed and flow on the descent.
Can be located either on the forested (east) side of the drainage or unforested (west). Tree cover may
provide more opportunities for shelter but may limit the viewscape
High expense in construction and maintenance due to remoteness.

6. Proper Alpine Trail: Don Nelson Cirque
Style/Descriptive Terms: Long, Remote, Alpine, Difficult, Technical
From the end of of the White River Drain, the traverse on the east side of the White River shows moderate
grades and extensive tree coverage, possibly making the terrain suitable for a trail that accesses the alpine.
•
•
•

Verify terrain and weather window; identify slope stability issues
Ensure alignment is also appropriate for other non-motorized users; in particular efficient-feeling access.
Consider mountaineering route potential.
Other options for alpine or near-alpine are also possible.
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APPENDIX C – ONLINE SURVEY #1 RESULTS
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Frequency of Trail Use [Q1]
Of the survey respondents, most use trails on a daily (33%) or weekly (27%) basis. Blue River residents
were most likely to use trails frequently, while those from elsewhere were most likely to use trails
monthly or just a couple times per year. There were four respondents who said they never use trails.

On average, how often to do you use trails in Blue River?
35.00%
30.00%
25.00%
20.00%
15.00%
10.00%
5.00%
0.00%

Daily

Weekly

Once or twice a
year

Monthly

Never
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Changes in Trail Use during COVID-19 [Q2]
Most survey respondents said there was no change in their trail use (56%), but 36% said they have used
the trails more frequently. The results were comparable between Blue River residents and those from
other places. Some of the comments highlighted more hikes and snowshoeing this past year, as well as
mention of the growing interest in ATV use. One respondent from out of town said they were not able
to visit as much as they usually do.
The question that arises from this information, is whether increased trail use will continue as restrictions
on indoor gatherings and other activities are lifted? In general, the trend in BC is towards increased
demand for trails and outdoor recreation.

Has your use of trails changed during the past year due to
COVID-19 restrictions on indoor gatherings and activities?
60.00%
50.00%
40.00%
30.00%
20.00%
10.00%
0.00%

I've used trails about I've used trails more
the same amount

I've used trails less

I don't know
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Reasons for Using Trails [Q3]
Most respondents said they use trails for recreation (4.5 out of 5), to be close to nature (4.4 out of 5), or
for exercise (4.3 out of 5). Less popular answers were to experience solitude (4.1 out of 5), to get to
other trails (3.8 out of 5), and for adventure/challenge (3.7 out of 5). Tours/sightseeing ranked lowest,
which is not surprising as this is not a visitor survey. The results were comparable between all responses
and those from just residents of Blue River.

What reasons for using trails are most important to you?
5
4.5
4
3.5
3
2.5
2
1.5
1
0.5
0

Recreational To be close to
use
nature

Exercise

To experience To get to other Adventure /
solitude / relax
trails
challenge

Tours /
sightseeing
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Trail Activities [Q4]
The survey used a weighted average to rank the activities based on number of participants as well as
reported frequency of participation. There were very high levels of use noted for all trail activities, both
winter and summer, with all activities having 88% or more of survey respondents saying they participate.
While the most people said they cross-country ski (100%), hiking/running/walking was a close second
(98%) and is done far more frequently than any other activity (3.7 out of 5 weighted average; 33% daily,
28% weekly). Mountain biking, off-road vehicle riding, cross-country skiing, snowmobiling, and
snowshoeing all had approximately equivalent frequency of use, ranging from 2.7-2.9 out of 5 (weighted
average).
Trail use for all activities was higher when looking at responses just from Blue River residents, and
hiking/running/walking was still the most frequent activity (4.1 out of 5). Off-road vehicle riding, and
snowmobiling ranked higher with Blue River residents than non-residents. Mountain biking was ranked
only slightly lower than snowmobiling (3.04 vs 3.05 out of 5).
Other comments for trail activities included equestrian riding, photography, and swatting mosquitos.
Overall trail use is very high for all activities, although hiking/running/walking was by far the activity
survey respondents participate in most frequently. Blue River residents showed greater support for
motorized trail uses than responses from other places.

What activities do you do on trails?
4
3.5
3
2.5
2
1.5
1
0.5
0

Hiking/Trail Mountain biking Off-road vehicle Cross-country
riding
skiing
running/Walking
(including dog
walking)

Snowmobiling

Snowshoeing
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Reasons for Not Using Trails [Q5]
Unfortunately, the most frequent reason cited for not using trails more was mosquitos, which is difficult
to address through a trails and active transportation plan. Other than mosquitos, the top five responses
were lack of trail maintenance (40%), lack of desirable routes (28%), lack of wayfinding signage (28%),
weather (25%), and lack of winter trail grooming (20%). The top five were consistent between all
responses and those of Blue River residents only. Distance, conflicts with other trail users, terrain, and
wildlife were the least likely to keep people from using trails.
Some of the comments included the difficulty of finding trails in the winter and the lack of connectivity
of the trail network. Age and having small children were also mentioned.

What keeps you from using trails more often?
60.00%
50.00%
40.00%
30.00%
20.00%
10.00%
0.00%

Safety Concerns [Q6]
Most respondents said they have no safety concerns (74%). Comments included mention of bears and
other wildlife (x4), speed of motorized vehicles (x2), need for signage and wayfinding (x2), the railway
crossing, and hazardous trees.
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Priorities [Q7/Q8]
The highest priorities for trails in Blue River were to improve existing trails (6.7 out of 8), add new trails
(5.9 out of 8), and improve connections and loops (5.7 out of 8). Improving signage and wayfinding and
improving ongoing trail maintenance also ranked in the top 5. Improving ongoing trail maintenance
ranked slightly higher among responses from Blue River residents.
When asked what kind of trails should be the highest priority, multi-use trails (hiking and biking) were
ranked highest (5.4 out of 7), followed by walking/hiking trails (5.2 out of 7). Snowmobile trails and
mountain biking trails were closely ranked 3rd and 4th, followed by trails for off-road vehicle riding, crosscountry skiing, and snowshoeing. There was no difference in ranking between all respondents and those
from Blue River residents.

What are your priorities for trails in Blue River?
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1
0

Improve
existing trails

Add new
trails

Improve Separate trail
Improve
Improve
uses
connections signage and ongoing trail
wayfinding maintenance
and loop
options

Improve
safety

Improve
etiquette on
trails

What kind of trails should be the highest priority?
6
5
4
3
2
1
0

Multi-use trails
(hiking and
biking)

Walking /
hiking trails

Snowmobile
trails

Mountain
biking trails

Off-road
Cross-country Snowshoeing
vehicle riding
skiing
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Wayfinding and Signage [Q9]
When asked what wayfinding and signage would be most useful, digital trail maps ranked highest by far
for all respondents (4.6 out of 5). Distance markers along trails, destination signage, trailhead kiosks with
maps, and safety/trail etiquette signage were all closely ranked (3.6-3.9 out of 5). Paper maps and
brochures were ranked lowest.

What kind of wayfinding and signage would be most useful?
5
4.5
4
3.5
3
2.5
2
1.5
1
0.5
0
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Separation of Motorized and Non-Motorized Trail Uses [Q10]
Overall, 45% of respondents said they support separating motorized and non-motorized uses, while 33%
said they do not support it and 23% said “it depends”. From the responses of Blue River residents, only
30% support separating motorized and non-motorized uses and 44% were not supportive.

Some trails in Blue River are currently used by motorized and nonmotorized users, but in most communities these uses are separated. Do
you support designating trails in Blue River as either motorized or nonmotorized?
50.00%
40.00%
30.00%
20.00%
10.00%
0.00%

Yes

No

Not sure

It depends

Comments for this question included the following.
Supportive of separation:




Trails near town should be non-motorized.
Motorized uses can cause more trail damage.
Would be great to have dedicated non-motorized winter trails for cross-country and
snowshoeing.

Not supportive of separation:






All trails should be dual usage with speed limits.
There is not enough trail use to cause conflicts between different groups currently (x3), there
are so few places there isn’t enough justification for dividing uses and it’s better to share (x3).
Separation should be considered if trail use increases to the point where there is conflict.
Motorized users do a significant amount of trail maintenance, especially in spring moving
downed trees and debris from trails.
Powerline Connector should be made wide enough for both motorized and non-motorized uses.

Willingness to Volunteer [Q11]
Over half of respondents said they would be willing to help trail building and maintenance (52%) and
many were unsure (38%). Comments included strong enthusiasm from several people with their email
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addresses included. Reasons for not being able to volunteer were physical challenges and family
obligations, which would make it difficult.

Would you be willing to volunteer for trail building and
maintenance to help improve trails in Blue River?
60.00%
50.00%
40.00%
30.00%
20.00%
10.00%
0.00%

Yes

No

Not sure
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Active Transportation [Q12-Q15]
The most frequent method of active transportation on a daily basis was walking (57% summer, 50%
winter). Of all respondents, 46% said they cycle daily in the summer and only 16% cycle in the winter.
When considering only Blue River residents, an even higher percentage of people walk daily (69%
summer, 58% winter) and cycling is also higher (56% summer, 15% winter).

How often do you travel to work, school, or errands by active
transportation?
3.5
3
2.5
2
1.5
1
0.5
0

Walking (summer)

Walking (winter)

Cycling (summer)

Cycling (winter)

Reasons for not making trips by walking and cycling more often highlighted weather as the main barrier
(51% overall and 54% Blue River residents). The lack of places to walk or bike separated by vehicles was
the second most frequent answer. Comments included time constraints, laziness, wanting to take things,
mosquitos, and needing a connection to the River Safari from town.

What keeps you from making trips by walking and cycling
more often?
60.00%
50.00%
40.00%
30.00%
20.00%
10.00%
0.00%

Weather

Lack of places Other (please
specify)
to walk or bike
separate from
vehicles

Lack of
highway
crossings

Doesn’t feel Too far to walk
or cycle
safe
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For those who cited that safety is an issue, specific comments were weather-related (ice, snow drifts,
snowstorms), bears, and that they would never walk/bike on the highway. Another comment noted that
pedestrians are considered obstacles by vehicles.
When asked what improvements would result in more frequent walking or cycling, comments included
dedicated pathways separate from vehicles (x5), more trails (x5), signage, rest points/viewpoints, and
the fact that nothing can be done about the weather.
Final Comments [Q16]
Survey respondents were asked if there was anything else they wanted to tell us about trail or active
transportation in Blue River. General comments included:










Trails are an integral part of why I live here
Core group of connected, multiuse trails and 4-season use is key to promoting Blue River
Should have more ATV trails and promote lake tourism to boost summer uses
Snowmobiles on roads are dangerous for motorists and pedestrians
More trail maintenance
Lights on the access road by Trans Mountain
Trails should be open for equine users, as well as walkers and bikers
Clear the luge hill for a sledding hill; add a viewing platform and warming hut at the top
Snowshoe trails on the luge hill would be a huge improvement

Suggested connections included:








4

Airport and area
Complete the pedestrian bridge
Ensure protection of the Green Mile trails
Legal snowmobile trails in town to get to trailheads 4
Authorized snowmobile trails intown to get to Coulee’s booth and to the Red Sands riding area.
A parking lot and trailhead for snowmobiling, along with the bridge across the North Blue
Blue to Bone Creek connection

Although there is interest in snowmobiling on roads in town, this is the jurisdiction of the Ministry of
Transportation and Infrastructure (MOTI) and not the TNRD.
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